Abstract

The shortage of data scientists has restricted the implementation of big data analytics in healthcare facilities. This survey study explores big data tool and technology usage, examines the gap between the supply and the demand for data scientists through Diffusion of Innovations theory, proposes engaging academics to accelerate knowledge diffusion, and recommends adoption of curriculum-building models. For this study, data were collected through a national survey of healthcare managers. Results provide practical data on big data tool and technology skills utilized in the workplace. This information is valuable for healthcare organizations, academics, and industry leaders who collaborate to implement the necessary infrastructure for content delivery and for experiential learning. It informs academics working to reengineer their curriculum to focus on big data analytics. The paper presents numerous resources that provide guidance for building knowledge. Future research directions are discussed.
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Introduction

Healthcare decision making is a data-intensive process. Data are generated in Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) value-based purchasing reports and in the ubiquitous use of electronic health records, smart sensors, and mobile devices.\(^1\) Data stores gather data from quality management measurements, the provision of connected healthcare, and population healthcare research. Analyzing healthcare data could provide financial benefits. A McKinsey Global institute study estimated that effective use of big data analytics could decrease national healthcare expenditures by approximately 8 percent annually.\(^2\) However, the analysis of big data requires talented data scientists. By 2018, the projected demand for data scientists could exceed the supply by 50 to 60 percent, and 1.5 million more managers would be needed to apply the analysis results effectively.\(^3\) In fact, the American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA) 2018 career map lists job titles for data analytics that include quality manager, mapping specialist, data integrity specialist, population health analyst, data analyst, and vice president of data management and analytics.\(^4\) An AHIMA research study indicated that academics and industry representatives perceive a lack of talent available for data analytics jobs.\(^5\)

Clearly, our nation has a shortage of data scientists.\(^6-8\) Meeting this demand is problematic because
advanced data analytics skills take years to develop, and working professionals with these skills have a high attrition rate. Because of this, organizations should be proactive to prioritize building their big data science talent capacity, or they will risk losing their competitive edge. Researchers have suggested that academics can help narrow this gap by expanding data science course offerings. This purpose of this paper is to survey current big data tool and technology usage. This paper examines the gap between the supply and the demand for data scientists through the Diffusion of Innovations (DOI) theory, proposes engaging academics to accelerate the diffusion knowledge of these skills, and recommends adoption of curriculum-building models to deliver that knowledge to future data scientists.

**Literature Review**

Human activities produce big data. Big data can be characterized by the Four Vs, which are volume, variety, velocity, and veracity. Volume is measured in terabytes (10¹²) or greater. For example, most US companies have 100 terabytes of data stored, and among a world population of 7 billion, 6 billion people own cell phones. The type of data produced varies; it can be structured, semistructured, or unstructured. Examples of unstructed data sources are the 420 million wearable health monitors or the 30 billion pieces of Facebook content. Data velocities range from slow batch processing to fast data streaming, and an estimated 18.9 billion data network connections were made in 2016. Regarding veracity, one out of three business leaders do not trust the quality of their data.

Healthcare data could include medical images, mobile device data, social media data, emails, cell phone data, audio data, and video data. Thus, special tools and technologies are needed to process these data sets. One popular suite of tools is Apache Hadoop, an open-source framework consisting of Hadoop Distributed File System, Pig, Hive, and HBase. Related to Hadoop is MapReduce, the Hadoop data processing model, which uses Apache Pig and Hive, and Microsoft’s DryadLINQ. When selecting one of these tools, analysts must take several considerations into account. For instance, Hadoop tools can process many types of structured and unstructured data, but these tools lack speed and are best suited to crunching retrospective (i.e., not real-time) data with batch processing. To process large amounts of concurrent transactional data for online web and mobile users, the Apache Cassandra NoSQL distributed database, originally developed by Facebook, is a better choice. Table 1 shows tool names and usages and their web links.

Within the healthcare field, the use of big data analytics originated with scientists and government researchers. For instance, the world’s largest biomedical research center, the US Department of
Health and Human Services, houses the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The NIH’s Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) initiative of 2012 established the Center of Excellence in Data Science to train data scientists to use computer science and statistics to derive value from clinical data. The NIH Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) program supports several National Center for Biomedical Computing organizations that are developing frameworks for translational research, such as a cancer imaging archive and a cancer genome atlas. Similarly, CMS is applying the Apache Hadoop/MapReduce software framework to create a Medicare and Medicaid reporting database and is collaborating with Oak Ridge National Laboratory to evaluate data visualizations tools for Medicare claims data.

Upon adoption by clinical data analysts, big data analytics quickly gained popularity. It was utilized to forecast readmissions due to heart failure and to identify and manage high-cost patients. MapReduce tools helped to speed up medical image analysis, and Kaiser Permanente’s removal of Vioxx from the market, due to adverse effects, was driven by analysis of clinical and cost data. However, the adoption of big data analytics is hampered by the lack of skilled analysts. To close this knowledge gap, universities should add classes in data science, data analytics, and statistics to their curricula. Universities should form business alliances with IBM, Teradata, Microsoft, SAP, SAS, Tableau, RapidMiner, and other software companies. For instance, the SAP University Alliance provides business and predictive analytics along with a rich variety of classroom materials. Likewise, SAS provides a university edition of its software, and RapidMiner offers free educational licenses.

**Curriculum Models**

The overall curricular design must be considered when courses are developed. The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and IEEE information technology (IT) curriculum model was the prototype for an information systems curriculum redesign that included the addition of a data analytics major and additional interdisciplinary courses. This study presented lessons learned when a data analytics major was added to an undergraduate business curriculum. After confirming that this new major was consistent with their goal to provide relevant experience, the faculty employed a business roundtable to design the coursework. Roundtable members selected Python and R for assignments, set up internships, encouraged existing faculty to update their skills, and proposed hiring new faculty. Within this model, the program mission, career goals, and program competencies were first considered, and then course designs were planned. In a second study, the ACM MSIS 2006 model was employed to add a big data analytics course with a pedagogical active
Specifically for healthcare, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) provides many curriculum resources. The ONC resources cover population health, care coordination, interoperable health IT systems, value-based care, healthcare data analytics, and patient-centered care. The materials include lecture slides, assignments, recordings, and data sets. The ONC topics covered embrace natural language processing, database design, object-oriented programming, and clinical analytics.

Despite organizations’ need to inform the building of capacity for advanced data analytics, most relevant research was focused on retrospective literature reviews, and few workplace surveys collected data from end users. One study identified a need for health professionals with data governance skills who can collaborate with quality managers. Another study presented big data analysis, informatics, and data governance as important skills for the future workplace and recommended earning a Certified Health Data Analyst credential, but did not specify technologies that were being used in the workplace. These studies do not provide enough guidance for academics working to infuse big data analytics into their curriculum. This paper addresses those limitations by providing practical data on the usage of big data analytics and suggesting curriculum-building models, course content, and teaching resources. It provides guidance for healthcare organizations, academics, and industry leaders as they collaborate to increase the number of data scientists. The recommendations for implementing these planned changes are derived from Rogers’s Diffusion of Innovations theory.

**Research Questions**

The research questions are as follows:

1. What are the technologies utilized for big data analysis?
2. What are the skills needed for big data analysis?
3. What are the tools utilized for big data analysis?

**Research Model**

For this study, Rogers’s Diffusion of Innovations theory was applied to the investigation of the diffusion of big data analytics in healthcare. This theory has been used to guide the implementation of mobile devices by nursing students, to improve the provisioning of diabetes care, and to understand why organizations adopt information systems. It was applied to a bachelor of science in nursing program to facilitate the development of competencies for conducting evidence-based
studies in a senior research class. The nursing program’s implementation plan included partnership with community agencies.

According to DOI theory, an innovation is a new product that provides advantages to a group or market. The entry of the product into the market initiates the diffusion of the innovation, which can occur through planned communication. For this study, innovation refers to the emergence of big data analytics skills in the healthcare workplace, and diffusion is the process for disseminating these skills. Currently, big data analytics implementation is slow because of a lack of human talent, which creates a knowledge gap. The knowledge gap needs to be narrowed with planned transmissions of knowledge related to big data analytics. Collaboration between healthcare organizations, academics, and industry leaders to facilitate curriculum building and to provide the necessary hands-on experience and infrastructure is recommended. A survey of key users was conducted to form a baseline to better understand the specific tools and technologies needed in the workplace.

**Methodology**

The aim of this descriptive study was to identify the skills, tools, and technologies used in the healthcare field to conduct big data analytics. The study site was a large university in the southern United States. Data were collected with a web survey developed by the researchers. Data were cleaned and analyzed using Microsoft Excel and uploaded to SPSS 24 for statistical analysis. Demographics and descriptive statistics were generated.

**Participants**

After institutional review board approval was granted, respondents’ email addresses were obtained by the study researchers from the Definitive Healthcare database, a subscription healthcare database available at the study site. Participants were selected on the basis of having job titles that (potentially) reflected a broad knowledge of big data analytics usage, such as chief information officer, chief operations officer, chief executive officer, chief medical officer, chief nursing officer, director of IT, and health information management (HIM) director. Participants were recruited by email with a link to the online Qualtrics survey. The survey was available in the spring and summer of 2018. In total, 17,972 emails were sent, and 3,810 email addresses were returned as invalid. A total of 123 participants started the survey, and 112 participants completed the entire survey. All survey responses were analyzed. Regarding the response rate, 112 of 14,162 emails is a 0.79 percent response rate, which is very low.

**Instrument**

Figure 1 shows the survey instrument. One question used a seven-point Likert scale (1 = never, 7 =
very frequently) and invited respondents to rate their usage of big data infrastructure, tools, and technologies in their workplace. Other questions invited participants to state how frequently they used big data skills and to select the types of data storage, tools, and statistical and data visualization software used at work. Demographic questions asked about participants’ years of healthcare experience, their type of workplace, their job position, and the country and state where they worked. Data were analyzed in SPSS 24 to determine the frequency of current workplace use of big data tools and technologies, the types of organizations, and the type of jobs of participants. Descriptive statistics were generated to describe respondents’ demographics.

**Results**

A total of 112 respondents participated in the study. The respondents worked in 38 different states within the United States. The majority were from Texas (n = 25), California (n = 11), or New York (n = 7). The ranges of healthcare work experience were 1 to 5 years (1.8 percent), 6 to 10 years (13.4 percent), 16 to 20 years (18.8 percent), and more than 20 years (66.1 percent). The primary workplace organizations were hospitals (64.29 percent) and academic medical centers (13.39 percent). Most of the respondents were chief nursing officers (n = 36) or HIM directors (n = 28), or they held other job positions (n = 19; e.g., chief performance officer, director of clinical informatics). The work demographics are presented in Table 2.

**Technologies Needed for Big Data Analytics**

For this study, the overall level of use of big data analytics was defined as very frequently (daily), frequently (one or two times a week), occasionally (a few times a month), rarely (a few times every three months (i.e., every quarter), and never (not used at all). Approximately 63 percent reported either very frequent or frequent overall use of big data analytics at work. The most commonly used technologies (i.e., very frequent use) were statistical analysis (47.6 percent), data mining (39 percent), data visualization (34.1 percent), Structured Query Language (28.0 percent), and Java (26.8 percent). Other technologies in use (by less than 10 percent of respondents) were artificial intelligence, C/C++ programming, cryptography, and parallel processing. A few respondents used stream processing to handle large packets of data. The most frequently used streaming technologies were SQLstream s-Server (n = 20) and IBM InfoSphere Streams (n = 6), followed by Apache Kafka (n = 2), Apache Spark Streaming (n = 2), and SAP HANA (n = 2). Table 3 presents technologies needed for big data analytics having more frequent use.

**Skills Needed for Big Data Analytics**

In addition to the skills tied to the technologies previously listed, Table 4 presents the database skills needed for big data analytics having more frequent responses. Respondents could select all or none...
of these databases. For relational databases, most respondents used Microsoft SQL Server (n = 48), Oracle (n = 23), or MySQL (n = 11). The most popular nonrelational databases were Apache Cassandra (n = 11) and Redis (n = 8). The nonrelational (NoSQL) responses in the “other” category (n = 4) encompassed Meditech, QlikView, InterSystems Cache, and SAP SQL Anywhere.

Tools for Big Data Analytics

Table 5 presents tools for big data analytics. The top three data science tools were IBM Apache Zookeeper (n = 25), Tableau (n = 13), and IBM Infosphere (n = 11). Additional tools used included these Apache tools: Pig programming, Hadoop HDFS file system, Hive query language, HBase database, and Mahout machine learning algorithm. Other data science tools in use were Dryad, JAQL query language, and Jaspersoft BI Suite. Statistical analysis was primarily conducted on SAS (n = 18), IBM SPSS (n = 13), Minitab (n = 7), MATLAB (n = 6), or R statistical software (n = 6). A few respondents used JMP (n = 3), Statistica (n = 5), or Stata (n = 2).

The most utilized data mining and analysis tools were SAS Enterprise Miner (n = 12), IBM SPSS Modeler (n = 9), Dryad Parallel Processing (n = 9), IBM Watson Analytics (n = 9), and R software (n = 5). Other data mining and analysis tools applied were Konstanz Information Miner (n = 2) and QlikView (n = 1). The top data visualization tools were Tableau (n = 16), Google Analytics (n = 15), Microsoft Power Business Intelligence (n = 14), and Oracle Visual Analyzer (n = 8). Additional data visualization tools employed were Highcharts (n = 1) and SAP Analytics Cloud (n = 5).

Limitations

As with all research, this study has several limitations. First, the response rate was 0.79 percent, which is very low. Because the recruitment emails contained survey links, the emails may have been blocked by security software at some facilities. Second, most respondents were from Texas, California, or New York. For this study, the sample size was small, and the respondents were geographically focused. A larger sample with more states represented could have different results, as tool usage may vary significantly by geography. Third, 64 percent of the respondents worked at hospitals; thus, the results may not generalize to other healthcare settings.

Most of the incomplete responses occurred when participants stopped in the section on technologies for streaming data. Consequently, future researchers should consider reducing the number of questions as one way to increase the completion rate.

Discussion

It is challenging to hire people with data science talent. According to Glassdoor, data scientist jobs are one of the six best jobs in America, with six-figure salaries and more than 4,500 job
A LinkedIn report ranked data scientists’ and big data developers’ jobs among the top five emerging jobs in the United States for 2017. The same report indicated that data scientist jobs postings increased 650 percent from 2012 to 2017, and big data developer job postings increased 550 percent. Similarly, Indeed.com reported a 75 percent increase in data scientist job postings from 2015 to 2018.

As universities struggle to reengineer their curricula to churn out more data scientists to meet the growing workplace needs, results from this study provide guidance on workplace needs. Results showed that data mining, data visualization, and SQL were the most frequently used technologies. Most respondents used Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, or MySQL databases, while the most popular nonrelational database was Apache Cassandra. Respondents indicated that statistical analysis was primarily conducted on SAS or IBM SPSS software. The preferred data mining tools were SAS Enterprise Miner, IBM SPSS Modeler, and Dryad Parallel Processing. Moreover, Tableau, Google Analytics, and Microsoft Power Business Intelligence were the top data visualization tools used.

Universities should use the results from this study to inform their choice of curricular content. As a first step, academic administrators should create a project plan to better manage the changes. The plan should address how to locate faculty, design courses, update the curriculum, and procure course materials. Implementing this plan presents administrative and financial challenges in many areas. First, where will administrators find the faculty with the computer science, data analytics, and business intelligence skills needed to these courses? Obviously, they could train existing faculty or hire new faculty. Unfortunately, hiring from outside the university places faculty recruiters in competition with industry recruiters, who can offer the applicants higher corporate salaries and bigger benefits packages. Correspondingly, training existing faculty is expensive, and faculty learning must be reinforced with hands-on practice on complex, expensive software systems. This requirement creates stress for the faculty who must maintain their teaching load while they learn new systems and develop new analytics courses.

Second, making curricular changes requires standardization of course syllabi if content is to be managed across several courses. However, a study of more than 30 big data syllabi identified diverse subjects and content among the courses. Fortunately, guidance for standardization is available in the AHIMA Draft 2018 Graduate Curriculum Guidance, which presents domains of practice, Bloom’s taxonomy levels, and suggested learning resources. For instance, for statistical analysis AHIMA recommends using SAS, Python, SPSS, and R, and for data visualization AHIMA suggests Tableau, QlikView, and GIS mapping tools.

Third, problem-based assignments focused on current data science scenarios must be created. Data streams, like Twitter or stock market data, could be analyzed to create business intelligence.
According to researchers, SAS Enterprise Miner is useful for teaching data analytics, and Tableau provides big data visualization. Additionally, the Apache software project provides free tools, examples, and documentation for many of the Apache products. Furthermore, the Health Information Management Systems Society (HIMSS) Data and Analytics Task Force provides complimentary introductory materials on its Big Data 101 web pages. In summary, many resources are available to guide project planning for curriculum reengineering. The most challenging issues, however, are finding qualified faculty and creating a change management plan while working with a limited budget.

**Future Studies**

Future research should examine more healthcare industries to determine which big data technologies are in use, and this information should guide course content and class development. This study focused on the current usage of big data analytic technical skills, such as database skills and the skills needed to use big data analytics in healthcare. In the future, researchers could expand the study to consider critical thinking, analytic thinking, data visualization, and communication skills, which would be measured with different instrument scales. Studies should be conducted to identify lessons learned at universities where new data science courses or curricula have been implemented. Faculty should be surveyed regarding their perceptions of their readiness to take on the challenges of teaching these new classes. Moreover, businesses and professional organizations are a vital part of solving the shortage of big data skills. Because the cost of many data science tools is prohibitive, the industry should produce free academic software licenses and provide free online training materials to reduce the financial burden for universities. Academics should collaborate with firms that could provide internships, scholarships, and hands-on data camps for university students. One suggestion is to create internship classes that are taken for college credit. Future researchers should investigate industry, business, and professional organizations' attitudes and willingness to partner with academics. For example, from the industries' perspective, what benefits would industry leaders like to see emerge from these collaborations?

**Conclusion**

This study provides data collected from executives on the current usage of big data tools and technologies in the workplace. This information is valuable because mountains of data must be analyzed to provide the knowledge for improving healthcare decision making, and the data scientists needed to perform the analysis are in high demand. This constant need for improvement drives the diffusion of big data science skills to the healthcare market. Currently, there is a knowledge gap in the pool of healthcare job applicants, and this gap is not expected to narrow without aggressive, planned dissemination of big data analytic skills to future job seekers.
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